
History 12: Term 2 - World War II in the Pacific Note-taking prompt sheet assignment 

 

Instructions 

a) Read the textbook pages listed below based upon the war in the Pacific.  

b) Take two-part notes on each of the subject prompts listed under the Column titled War in the 

Pacific. In part one, Identify and Explain the meaning of the subject prompt. In part two 

explain the significance of the subject prompt in context with the war in the Pacific. 

c) For clarity purposes, label part one IE =  before answering and part two S =. 

d) You may word process the assignment or write in blue or black pen but you must follow the 

pattern of the prompts listed and identify each prompt clearly by underlining or highlighting 

the prompt. 

 

See the example below if you are still unsure of what is intended: 

 

ex. Invasion of Manchuria 

 

I+E = the Japanese army successfully invaded Manchuria in 1931 in order to gain raw 

materials such as iron ore, coal and resources such soya beans and established a puppet regime 

led by Pu Yi renaming the region Manchukuo. 

 

S = illustrated that the League of Nations was powerless to stop aggressive nations. The event  

      also raised the prestige of the Japanese army at home pressuring the civilian government to  

      undertake a policy of imperialist expansion in Southeast Asia and the Pacific.    

 

Textbook reference pages: Howarth: Ch. 34; DeMarco: Ch. 12; Global Forces: Ch 8; 

                                           Hundey (map textbook): Ch. 32, 33.  

 

War in the Pacific subject note-taking prompts list: 
 

1)   Greater East-Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere 

2)   Pearl Harbour 

3)   Singapore and the Philippines (early stage of the war) 

4)   Hirohito 

5)   Midway 

6)   Leap Frogging or Atoll Hopping 

7)   Kamikaze 

8)   Iwo Jima and Okinawa 

9)   Stalin and Manchuria 

10) Harry Truman 

11) Manhattan Project 

12) Hiroshima 

13) Nagasaki 

14) General MacArthur 

 

 


